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To get full benefit of your captured Data you 
need to be sure about the content. This can be 
done by human lookup as some competitors do, 
we have a more sophisticated approach by 
introducing Process Intelligence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To gain accuracy in your work process the 
quality must be ensured. We take care of this  
by using our Intelligent Transformation 
Platform, which works beyond traditional 
Business ruling, with Deep Learning and 
innovative Machine Learning Algorithms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
While ensuring the user error free data 
workflows are enabled to run without human 
interaction. Advanced workflow automation can 
be closer than you than you previously thought. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.kofax.com/Products/process-intelligence 

 

Analyze your data 
 

Adding Intelligence 
 

Improve efficiency 

Data Capture Data Analytics Data Algorithms Data Export 

EasyData has developed an export to Excel 
what’s more than just exporting the Captured 
data, we make Data Analysis possible by design. 
Your complex information can be formatted in 
an XLSM file with analytical graphic results. We 
can make it especially for your application. 
Excel is not our only output! Just one example…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
We take the work out of your hands; you focus 
on results. Our technology prepares data for 
analyses and reports and does give meaning to 
human intelligence, become an innovative 
analyst! Stop interpreting stale data and start 
making decisions with actual data facts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gathering data and analyzing data is one thing, 
but then the resulting export must be to the 
proper application and department. That 
expertise is in our hands, result delivery in the 
desired format gives you the right insights. 
 
 
 
 
 
https://www.kofax.com/Products/process-intelligence 

 

Visualize your data 

Become a Data Analyst 

Get connected 

The goal is to turn data into information, and information into insight. 

https://www.kofax.com/Products/process-intelligence
https://www.kofax.com/Products/process-intelligence
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Today’s technology development makes 
Machine Learning mainstream. Practically 
speaking you don’t have to be a Fortune 500 
company to get access.   Purchasing an 
expensive IT environment is something from the 
past. You can use our secure cloud solution or 
when a local installation is required, we can 
advise you the proper hardware. At EasyData 
there is a lot of expertise setting up the IT 
structure to run millions of documents within 
hours. What you need is what we deliver. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It’s a process where ‘the machine’ (your 
computer) learns from received information 
through training algorithms (the software). 
This has become the modern way to analyze 
data. EasyData is not unique in applying this 
wide spread technology, we are considered 
specialist in applied these algorithms in our field 
of work.  Our proven knowledge guarantees the 
best process accuracy you can imagine.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
It's the next level of Machine Learning by 
applying "artificial neural algorithms". 
Behind these words you find complex software 
code shaped by human engineers for solving 
highly-complex problems with exact precision. 
 
 

Make your Business Smarter 
 

Machine Learning explained 
 

Let’s start with data. With your documents and 
explanation, we can train and learn the -what we  
call "The Network".  It's absolute possible for our 
Engineers to deliver significant effectiveness. 
 
EasyData Intelligent Transformation Platform  
is using described algorithms in a way that all 
modules are managed, input data, reference 
database, traditional business rules and other 
technologies that help us enabling your needs. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Deep Learning definition 
 

Your profit  
 

Capture RAW data 

Structuring data 

Analyze data 

Deep learning 

Quality output 


